North American Championship Measurement Checklist
1.

All Club owned boats require complete measurement which includes all the tasks included on the 3
Measurement Sheets.

2.

Centerboards

3.

4.

5.

6.

a.

Obtain the list of the Top 5 Finishers from the North American Championship ("NAC") and the
Midwinter Regatta ("MW") for the last five (5) years from the Chief Measurer. These boats will
be subject to centerboard ("CB") measurement. In addition the Skippers that draw the Yellow
measurement sheet will require the measurement of the Centerboards.

b.

Arrange for the tools and expertise to measure the CBs.

Sails
a.

Locate the sail measurement templates and request that they be delivered to the regatta site.

b.

Arrange for a clean area to lay out and tape down the sail templates.

c.

Train the sail measurement team using the sail measurement instructions found in the FSSA
Handbook.

Weighing
a.

Boat Weighing. Check to ensure that the balance beam and weights will be available for the start
of measurement. Flying Scot, Inc. often takes charge of transporting the scale. (800-864-7208).

b.

Ground Tackle Weighing. Need a spring scale to weigh the ground tackle as specified in Article
S-V paragraph 2 and CMR-14 with the minimum being 9 pounds.

Random Measurement Sheets
a.

Prepare material for the random drawing of the three separate Measurement Sheets.

b.

Insure an adequate supply of the three separate Measurement Sheets are on hand.

Practice. Practice/rehearse the items on this measurement checklist on the local fleet’s boats that plan
on participating in the NACs.

Midwinter Regatta Measurement Checklist
1.

Centerboards
a.

Obtain the list of the Top 5 Finishers from the North American Championship ("NAC") and the
Midwinter Regatta ("MW") for the last five (5) years from the Chief Measurer. These boats
along with all Club boats will be subject to centerboard ("CB") measurement.

b.

Arrange for the tools and expertise to measure the CBs.
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